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Resources available
Funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation | Delivered by SRI-Connect

On Food, Fibre, Nature & Biodiversity (FFNB),
SRI-Connect delivers:

• Commissioned research

• Corporate access

• Morning meetings

• Industry analysis (on nature crisis & biodiversity)

• A network of investment expertise

• A searchable database of research and analytical 
op-ed

On all sustainability issues, SRI-Connect delivers

• Industry Profile | Research Access | Access to 
Companies | Training | Other

To use these resources:

• Register here with SRI-Connect

• Update your personal profile on the site

– to show your interests in relevant sectors and issues

… and that’s it!

– You can now sit back and wait for research, offers of 
corporate access, market updates and analytical op-ed 
to be delivered to you

– Or you can contact your firm’s account manager for 
further details on how SRI-C can support you and your 
firm with Industry Profile | Research Access | Access to 
Companies | Training | Other



Commissioned research



Commissioned research
Research – commissioned by SRI-C – on sustainability issues in food & fibre value chains:

Bernstein: Will the future of food be less meaty?
 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Zhihan Ma

Denny Ellison: The Real Value of Sin Stocks – JBS
 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Eveline Varin

IHS Markit: The Future of Alt Proteins – Implications for the Meat 
Industry & Farmland Use

 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Sana Khan

Liberum: Animal Pandemics & Their Impact on Food 
Systems

 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Joachim Klement

Sitawi: Deforestation risks in Brazilian meat-packing
 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Cristovao Alves

S&P Global: If natural capital were valued … potential impact on 
beef producers

 Analyst for questions & follow-up: Victor Laudisio



Corporate access
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Corporate access
SRI-C organises access for investors & analysts to companies with exposure to FFNB issues



Morning meetings



Morning meetings
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Recorded ‘meetings’ summarising what investors ‘need to know’ on FFNB themes

Recent editions

 December 2020

 June 2021

 August 2021

 January 2022

Contents

• Research highlights

• Market commentary

– Developments in science, regulation, markets, investor 
activity etc.

• Company reports and results

• Market outlook



Nature crisis: Discussion paper
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How can ESG respond to the ‘nature crisis’?
A discussion paper

Identfies six types of research needed by investors 
seeking to respond to the nature crisis

• Priority research types required:

– Case-making research

– Science and policy analysis

– Fundamental deep-dive analysis

• Secondary research types required:

– ‘Big data’ approaches

– Rough-cut evaluations

– Disclosure regulation

… and identifies actions for research providers 
and asset managers



Research database



Research database
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Sectors covered

• Beverages

• Food & staples retailing

• Food products

• Paper & forest products



Research database
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Sustainability issues covered

• Env - Biodiversity

• Env - Ecosystem services

• Env - Soil quality & availability

• Env - Sustainable agriculture

• Env - Forests & forest capital

• Env - Oceans & marine capital

• Env - Land use & planning



Research database
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Other coverage

• Asset class – soft commodities



A network of investment 
expertise



Network of investment expertise
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Connect and engage with like-minded people on FFNB issues

Discussion groups

• e.g. Forests, paper & packaging group

• All groups here

Searchable Directory of Analysts

• e.g. all analysts covering biodiversity (376)

• Search Directory via here

Coverage report

• … of all relevant analyst coverage

• Link to report



Get access; get started



To use these resources:

• Register here with SRI-Connect

• Update your personal profile on the site

– to show your interests in relevant sectors and issues

… and that’s it!

• You can now sit back and wait for research, offers of corporate access, market updates and analytical op-ed to 
be delivered to you

• Or you can contact your firm’s account manager for further details on how SRI-C can support you and your firm 
with Industry Profile | Research Access | Access to Companies | Training | Other

Get access; get started


